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Webinars
Learn More & Register
We will publish further webinar dates later in the year.
Amplify Your Leadership Capabilities
Jan 08, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Learn what next gen leadership and communication skills are needed for our fast-changing world.
Increase the Power & Success of Your Presentations
Jan 22, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Up your game and achieve more through your presentations in 2021.
Showcase the Power of You in Your Next Interview
Feb 05, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Confidence is a result of being ready. Show up to your next interview with an off-the-shelf, 5-minute story that highlights your leadership traits, personal brand and strengths.
Build your YOUbrand: Developing a Resonant Presence
Feb 19, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Learn 3 keys to think about in building a strong YOUbrand.
Developing your YOUbrand: Speak the Sound of YOU
Mar 12, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Discover a critical tool in your personal brand arsenal: your speaking voice. Gain insights into how to build your signature sonic brand and be remembered.
Communicating Across the Sound Barrier of Globally Spoken English
Mar 26, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Create awareness about what it will take to be clearly heard and clearly understood across global English.
Create Greater Impact with Memorable Conversations
Apr 09, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Gain awareness of how to achieve more through powerful conversations.
Translating Technical Messages into Rock Star Presentations
Apr 23, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM CST / Zoom
Give your amazing scientific and technical work wings to fly.
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Live Online Group Courses
Learn More & Register
We will add further dates of group courses based on demand for in-house development.
Great Ideas Powerfully Presented
2 Full Day Sessions / 9:00AM – 4:00 PM CST/ Zoom
Feb 11 & 12, 2021
July 22 & 23, 2021
Nov 11 & 12, 2021
Description:
Begin your journey and enhance your whole communication skill set. This course will give you the necessary wisdom, tools, and practice to create a step change in:
1.

Group or public presentations

2.

Leading key conversations

3.

Preparing for an industry level / public event

4.

Creating engagement in remote settings

Strategic Communication
2 Full Day Sessions / 9:00AM – 4:00 PM CST / Zoom
April 8 & 9, 2021
Aug 19 & 20, 2021
Description:
Learn how to amplify your effectiveness by achieving maximum impact through each conversation and interaction.
Our program will take you on a deep dive into the critical thinking that goes behind crafting key conversations that
achieve more – for more people – in a shorter amount of time. You will gain further expertise in effectively managing
your communication across cultural, functional, and hierarchical differences in large organizations.
This course will give you the communication expertise to:
1.

Achieve buy-in, belief, and natural advocacy

2.

Solve key issues across teams and your organization

3.

Reduce re-work

4.

Increase productivity
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Masterful Delivery
2 Full Day Sessions / 9:00AM – 4:00 PM CST / Zoom
May 13 & 14, 2021
Oct 14 & 15, 2021
Description:
This program devoted to helping leaders develop communication performance delivery skills, grow powerful storytelling capabilities, and develop a strong personal brand that says you ARE a “LEADER.”
This curriculum is designed to build YOU as an instrument of communication. By aligning and harnessing your Heart
Intelligence (HQ) + Emotional Intelligence (EQ) + Mental Intelligence (IQ) + Physical Intelligence (PQ), you will be better
able to serve, inspire and motivate action through who you are, what you say, and how you say it.
This course will give you the communication delivery expertise to:
1.

Perform comfortably and confidently in large or small settings

2.

Be positively unforgettable

3.

Build empathy and lasting relationship with your audience

4.

Engender trust in your leadership and belief in your messages

5.

Inspire others to amplify your message
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Blended Learning Online Programs
Communicate to Win
Introductory Session every Wednesday from 6:30 PM – 7:30 PM CST / Zoom
Begin as soon as you complete your course registration.
Description:
This short, blended learning program consisting of a live introductory session and a self-paced, online course that
will help you:
•

Tune out the mental noise and get out of an emotional tailspin

•

Hear and empower your inner voice

•

Remember your strengths proven over time

•

Embrace the opportunity to create a new, better reality

•

Speak NEW Life through positive, strength-based thinking

The Amazing Speaker Series
Description:
Communicate clearly, powerfully and effectively in English. This 6 month online, intensive, skill building and performance improvement program is a complete solution for global and non-native English speakers who desire to grow
into their fullest speaking potential. Gain what you need to make fast and lasting change to your speech and vocal
storytelling abilities. Turn knowledge into skill and skill into sustainable, lasting change at the communication performance level - regardless of the stress or situation.
This course will help you improve:
•

English Pronunciation, Listening, Fluency & Accent Reduction

•

Your Speaking Voice

•

Your Vocal Storytelling Capabilities

•

Your Personal Brand
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Group Courses
We specialize in designing laser-focused programming that is executed through experiential learning and
discussion creating and sustainable change at the performance level. Core skills can be disseminated to
create awareness, a step change or be presented as a transformational journey dependent on need, budget,
urgency and time. Our programming has been designed to fit together resulting in a robust, leadership
level communication skill set that is authentic and sustainable lifting organizational, team and personal effectiveness.
Our learning that has been packaged as off-the-shelf learning was developed as solutions for business
leaders, high potential talent, subject matter experts and business owners. Our expert faculty developed our
solutions over a course of the last 30 years answering those very business problems successfully. Over the
last 12 years, our solutions unfolded either as foundational learning to pre-emptively grow skills or in an
advising / consulting / learning / coaching model while solving problem and crisis situations.
We also create tailored programming that can include private leadership coaching and utilizes key group
courses.
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Our Model:
Our signature approach utilizes robust global business expertise, fine arts learning tactics and perspective,
neuroscience and the psychology of performance resulting in more productive teams, greater buy-in, increased win ratios in sales and superior customer service. Our programs utilize the following key elements as
The Performance Communication Process which has been proven over the last 14 years to create solid wins
for employees through to executive leadership.
Our curriculum model is built on an Arts-Driven Approach that is organic and iterative in nature. Once one
cycle has been completed, we revisit the same cycle- however, from the improved position in progress. The
result is that we build increasing performance while improving foundation and long-term success concurrently
– mitigating risk of spend for organizations while creating inspired improvements in learners who are motivated to own their journey as the very catalyst of change – transforming not only their performance but the very
world around them.
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“

“

Clear progress has
been made defining the
problem, presenting solutions
& getting the whole team on
the same page of execution...it’s
only a matter of time before
the problem is solved.

I got rid of old
baggage that was
keeping me from
success in 
presentation.”

“

“

I’m
not afraid any
more.”

I understood
how to approach my
boss successfully. My
boss AND my bosses
boss couldn’t believe
how much I had
grown.

“

I was able to
turn existing
knowledge into
skill.
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their services during an important sales pursuit to help our highly technical team prepare for the oral
presentation to the customer. The Performance Communication Company consultatnts helped our
team refine key messaging, polish individual presentation skills and enabled the talented individuals
to function as a cohesive team. We were successful in our sales pursuit and the lessons our team
learned from their consultants will carry forward in our organization. We are delighted with the
outcome and would highly recommend The Performance Communication Company to other firms.
– Bart Thielbar, CEO of Utegration

By far one of the best investments I ever made! Mariam and her team are phenomenal when it
comes to helping clients not just with routine tasks but actually taking support to the next level. I
signed up initially for a few sessions but continue to seek their guidance continuously as the help
provided is exceptional. There is so much they have to offer! Would highly recommend it for anyone

“

“

I had the pleasure of working The Performance Communication Company recently. We engaged

regardless of experience as they have a very customized approach that is fit to purpose. I have a
very high profile job for a very big company and for someone who communicates with the public for
a living, thought I was good at it til I met Mariam and she showed me all the things that I improved
working with her, which has helped me tremendously in my professional and personal projects.
– Ammar Akhlaq, Sales Assoc Manager

14th Annual Energy & Clean Technology Venture Forum: “Thank to you Performance English and a
special thanks to Mariam to ”Improve our ability to communicate clearly and powerfully in a global
business environment”. I believe we need to understand the power of communication in our industry.
Thanks again to help us to put this presentation together, your help make it possible.”
– Mabel Vocal, CEO & Founder of AIDAP - Automating Expertise

Performance English holds classes and coaching sessions to bring out the best in people to help
them with public speaking. Mariam’s method is different from traditional public speaking classes
because through all her courses, you learn to embody and embrace yourself to be able to speak
more authentically. By refining and defining the “inner” you, Mariam helps you portray a more

“

“

Named One of the 10 Most Promising Energy & Clean Technology Venture Companies at the

confident “outer” you.
–Adeelah Nasser, Founder of Investidore

“

Performance English helped myself and my employees work together to establish a better, clearer
sense of our company vision and mission. Equipped with communication tools that Mariam and
Peter provided over the course of multiple sessions, my team was better able to present their
thoughts and goals. This in turn helped us to work together to create clear objectives that were
important to all of us and implement strategy that would drive the growth of the business. 
Performance English was an invaluable resource for myself and my company.
– Daria Westerfield, President and Owner, West University Travel
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and I was driven to connect Performance English to my clients. In EVERY instance, (my clients) were
transformed. Their presentation skills exceeded expectations. What was once difficult to understand
was now incredibly powerful and effective! In each case, there was an overall increase in confidence,
clarity and personal responsibility for what they create through effective communication. This was
not just true for my clients; this has been true for me as well.
– Rachelle Aspan, Former IT Acceleration Director, HTC midtown

Just a few words in order to thank you for helping us with our presentation at The Rice Alliance
Venture Forum. What you did for us was more than just putting in words what we had in mind! Your
methodology put our presentation in order and gave it a sense/meaning! Thanks to the work you did
with us, we were able to present a long pitch in less than 5 minutes while keeping the content intact!

“

“

Soon after discovering Performance English, we attended a luncheon they held to “test the waters,”

Thank you again for the great and professional work!
– Hugh Sazegar, Former CEO Augmente

is someone that I would without any reservation recommend to all if you are looking to improve
corporate communications, successful presentations, business communications and strategy. Mariam
can and does daily provide valuable insight and guidance to c-level executives to all managers
throughout an organization. A great resource that will positively add to your corporate bottom line.
– John Malone, Past CFO PetroAfrica

Mariam Haddad and her innovative processes will significantly increase your bottom line by helping
you to deliver your core messages to target audiences with the greatest influence and impact
possible. I hired Mariam to help me get the best out of my communications skills and she delivered
on every count. I put Mariam Haddad at the very top communications coaches, worldwide.

“

“

Performance English has conducted several very successful training programs for my company and

– Dennis Tardan, Motivational Speaker

“

Mariam Haddad, Founder of Performance- English, is exceptionally talented at helping professionals
like me improve their communication skills. Through a series of questions, she quickly identified the
gaps that prevented me from being my best when talking to others. Within the hour, she crafted
a spot-on strategic vision, laid out the building blocks and rationale, and assigned me three key
exercises that would solve the biggest challenge I was facing. I left inspired, focused and motivated.
I enthusiastically recommend Mariam Haddad for anyone needing to improve their communication
skills. Mariam is a marvel and a maestro. Bravo!!
– Ruth Ann Skaff, Senior Outreach Advisor at Arab American National Museum (AANM)
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